Announcement Number | SA19408827U
--- | ---
Position Title & Grade | Engineering Technician, KGS-0802-5/6/7/8/9
Opening Date | 25 June 2019
Closing Date | 8 July 2019
Duty Location | Tongduchon

**PAY RANGE:**

KGS-5: Between 16,227 Won and 23,262 Won  
KGS-6: Between 18,230 Won and 26,221 Won  
KGS-7: Between 20,209 Won and 29,144 Won  
KGS-8: Between 22,132 Won and 31,986 Won  
KGS-9: Between 24,012 Won and 34,760 Won

**TOUR OF DUTY:** 40 hours per week

**AREA OF CONSIDERATION:** All current KN employees located in Area I & II, serviced by Civilian Human Resources Agency-Far East Region.

**NOTE:** 1. Target Grade of this position is KGS-9. If the position is filled at the lower grade than target grade, the incumbent may be promoted to target grade non-competitively upon satisfactory completion of the job requirements, recommendation by the supervisor, and subject to meeting time-in-grade and qualification requirements. 2. Relocation Allowance will NOT be authorized for the selectee from outside the commuting area.

**MAJOR DUTIES:**

**KGS-9:** Performs a variety of nonprofessional engineering work involved in the initial evaluation of repair, maintenance and minor construction of military facilities, to include cost estimation, materials required, and conventional design. Duties require a limited, practical knowledge of engineering procedures, techniques, and principles. Scope of minor construction includes alteration, expansion, deletions and extensions. Visits job sites to discuss with job order requester in detail the exact scope of work and work requirements that can satisfy the customer with minimum cost. Conducts site survey to determine the degree of deterioration through condition evaluation of facilities and whether the work requires repair and maintenance jobs or the scope of minor construction requirements. Designs conventional type structures, systems and facilities using engineering calculation or standard guides. Work may include specification writing as necessary. Completes Bill of Material and Job Phase Calculation Sheet using Engineer Performance Standards, experience, latest supply price list, microfiche catalog and other technical manuals. Makes recommendations on change orders to meet job site
condition, and conducts follow-up inspections to project sites during progress furnishing technical assistance in solving problems encountered and ensuring by shops for timely accomplishment of in-house or KSC projects. Completes independent government cost estimate for projects performed under contract, using historical data, most current market price and price list set by law or regulation. Performs other duties as assigned.

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:

a. EXPERIENCE:

KGS-5: One year of specialized experience at grade level of KGS-4 or equivalent.
KGS-6: One year of specialized experience at grade level of KGS-5 or equivalent.
KGS-7: One year of specialized experience at grade level of KGS-6 or equivalent.
KGS-8: One year of specialized experience at grade level of KGS-7 or equivalent.
KGS-9: One year of specialized experience at grade level of KGS-8 or equivalent.

SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE: Progressively responsible technical experience in the specialty field in which the duties of the position are to be performed or in closely related lines of work. This experience must have equipped the applicant with the particular knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) to perform successfully the duties of the position, and that is typically in or related to the work of the position to be filled.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE COMPETENCY: The approval of management panel to determine English conversational skill is required.

SUBSTITUTION OF EDUCATION FOR EXPERIENCE: An applicant who has a bachelor’s degree in the field in which the duties are to be performed will be fully qualified for a KGS-5 position in the specialty field of their education. College education cannot be substituted for any experience requirement above the KGS-5 level.

HOW TO APPLY: Applicants must submit an Application for Employment (USFK Form 130EK) to the e-mail address below. USFK Form 130EK is available at the website, https://knrs.chra.army.mil. The e-mail subject line must contain the announcement number for which the applicant is applying for. If you apply for multiple positions, you must submit separate application and e-mail for each vacancy.

It is your responsibility to verify that information entered on your application form is completed, accurate. Applications that are not completed, incorrect will not be considered. Supporting documentation (certificates for experience and education, required licenses, etc.) should be provided when requested, and failure to provide the requested documentation will result in non-consideration.

WHERE TO APPLY:

e-mail: usarmy.henry.chra-fe.mbx.knrs-notifications@mail.mil

EMPLOYMENT POLICY: It is the policy of USFK to employ based on qualifications and merit. No employee may request, offer, or accept gratuity, in exchange for employment or promotion within USFK, nor may they interfere with applicants exercising their rights to apply for consideration. Any employee found guilty of these practices will be subject to removal from
USFK employment. Anyone aware of acts or omissions contrary to this policy is urged to immediately contact the servicing CHRA/HRO/CPF or HQ USFK, CPD, ATTN: FKCP-SES, Unit #15237, APO AP 96205-5237.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION** : For more information on Korean National employment program, please contact Civilian Personnel Advisory Centers: Area I&II CPAC 0503-357-2231 (DSN: 757-2231), Area III CPAC 053-470-6843 (DSN: 768-6843), Area IV CPAC 053-470-7294 (DSN: 768-7294)